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Website of the East Central and South-East Europe Division of the
United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names
1. Introduction
East Central and South-East Europe Division (ECSEED) website was hosted by Slovenian
colleges. In coordination with Slovenian colleges new Division website was introduced to
UNGEGN Bureau. Since September 2008 new ECSEE Division website has been published
by the ECSEE Division Chairman. The site is defined as sub domain of the Croatian Geodetic
Institute (CGI) Internet domain. The address is http://ungegn.cgi.hr/ (s. Fig. 1). New
Divisional website has link to previous Division website. On the main UNGEGN Bureau
website http://unstats.un.org/unsd/geoinfo/ungegndivisions.htm#ecsee link to new ECSEE
Division website is made.
There are no specific UNGEGN instructions how to manage a division websites, other than
that the Division Chair is responsible for the content and the integrity of the site. The actual
content should be decided by the division and should be useful for the division members.
Usually this includes links to UNGEGN material and to the national websites and includes
various documents of particular use to the division. Individual experts or national
standardization names authorities are encouraged to send corrections of the addresses, email
addresses, web sites links, etc. This is the only way the UNGEGN site can be kept updated.
ECSEE Division website is containing the main ECSEE Division data, and it makes ECSEE
Division easily recognizable. It is the central ECSEE Division information point. It links
national websites in domain of the standardization of the geographical names. It also helps to
go over all the national differences in development of standardization of geographical names,
and it makes Division more homogeneous.

2. ECSEE Division website
ECSEE Division website is making division publically easily recognizable. It is introducing
Division. There are the main Division countries data, the main languages data, short Division
geographic and historical backgrounds, references as sources of information, links to national
geographical names websites, links to the main UNGEGN sites, and other data published. The
19th ECSEE Division session materials are also published on the ECSEE Division website.
The publishing of the information about Division countries on the Division website could be
problematic. The data should be checked and approved by proper national experts and
authorities. To collect the main Division data the East Central and South-East Europe
Division overview document was prepared. The document gives the main information about
ECSEED. It is the main source of information published on the Division website. To be able
to trace the source of information published on the Division website the list of references is
given.
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Fig. 1: East Central and South-East Europe Division website.
The management of the Division site should be discussed on the 19th ECSEE Division
session (which data to publish, checking and changing of the data...).

3. Division overview subpage
The main information about ECSEED are given in Division overview subpages (s. Fig. 2 and
3).
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Fig. 2: Division overview subpage.
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Fig. 3: Part of the Division overview subpage.
The data could be extended for more information.

4. Division data subpage
The Division data could be found in several documents and sources. The main Division data
are synthesized in tables: The main Division countries data, Division countries languages and
writing systems and National authority for geographical names and Toponymic Guidelines of
Division countries (s. Fig. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 4: The main Division countries data table.
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Fig. 5: The main Division countries languages table.
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These are the main Division data, and they could be extended.

6. References subpage
Reference subpage is given to ensure the correctness of the data published on the website (s.
Fig. 6). It is giving link to the source of information published on the website.

Fig. 6: References ECSEE Division subpage.
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6. Links subpage
On the Links subpage there are contacts to national geographical names standardization
websites, and to the main UNGEGN Bureau webpages (s. Fig. 7). UNGEGN Bureau
webpages are going trough reconstruction and the changes could be expected.

Fig. 7: Links ECSEE Division subpage.

6. Contact subpage
On the contact subpage, at the moment, are only Division Chairman data (s. Fig. 8). The
Chairman's proposal is to put the contact information of national standardizations bodies and
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of the national representatives. For that purpose the Chairman is asking experts for support in
checking of national contact information.

Fig. 8: Contact ECSEE Division subpage.

7. Conclusions
The Division website is giving new possibilities to Division countries to present their
achievements in development of standardization of geographical names. Special attention
should be paid to checking of the information that should be published. Since there are no
detailed UNGEGN rules about the management of the Division website exist, the Division
Chairman, experts and national standardization authorities should cooperate in checking
national data before publishing.
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